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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical tweezers have emerged as a powerful tool for quantum applications. They enable state of the art quantum simulation and computation [1–4], high fidelity and long coherence time qubits [5–10], quantum metrology [11–13], quantum chemistry [14,15], among numerous other applications. Optical tweezers with alkaline-earth(-like) atoms, in particular with strontium and ytterbium, have been recently realized, offering new possibilities in expanding these applications [16–18].

In all strontium tweezer experiments demonstrated so far, the fluorescence of single atoms on the broad (30 MHz) $^{1}\!\!S_{0}-^{1}\!\!P_{1}$ transition at 461 nm was recorded, while simultaneously cooling the atoms on the narrow (7.4 kHz) $^{1}\!\!S_{0}-^{1}\!\!P_{1}$ transition at 689 nm [4–6,11–13,16,17,19,20]. This “blue imaging” method allows for high-fidelity detection of single atoms in tweezers with high survival probability [16,17,19]. However, blue imaging requires repumpers to close the $5s4d\!\!^{1}\!\!D_{2}$ decay channel, which can only be done at tweezer wavelengths where also the $^{1}\!\!D_{2}$ state is trapped [5,6,11,19]. Furthermore, the slightly higher scattering rate obtained in the blue imaging process ($\sim$75 kHz) can only be used as long as the tweezers are sufficiently deep. Any excess heating from the imaging process can then be cooled away after the image. As the trap depth of the tweezer is reduced, the advantage of fast imaging is lost because the scattering rate must also be reduced to balance heating from imaging and cooling. Reducing the tweezer trap depth has the advantages of decreased laser power requirement per tweezer (allowing for more tweezers using a given laser source) and increasing metastable state lifetimes (reduced off-resonant scattering of tweezer light).

A simpler method for imaging alkaline-earth(-like) atoms in tweezers is to use the narrow $^{1}\!\!S_{0}-^{3}\!\!P_{1}$ transition for both cooling and imaging. Single atom detection by fluorescence imaging on a (less) narrow transition has previously been demonstrated in ytterbium for two different isotopes. In both cases tweezers with a magic-wavelength for the imaging transition were used [7,18].

Here we detect single $^{88}$Sr atoms using only the $^{1}\!\!S_{0}-^{3}\!\!P_{1}$ transition for simultaneous “red imaging” and cooling. We use optical tweezers that are nonmagic for the imaging transition, but magic for the Sr clock transition ($^{1}\!\!S_{0}-^{3}\!\!P_{0}$). We detect the photons scattered during an attractive Sisyphus cooling process [19], thus keeping the atoms near the motional ground state of the tweezer throughout imaging.

Attractive Sisyphus cooling is possible at tweezer wavelengths where the excited state experiences a deeper trap depth than the ground state. More specifically, at our tweezer wavelength of 813.4 nm, the excited state $|e\rangle \equiv ^{3}\!\!P_{1}$ ($|m_{j}| = 1$) confinement is 1.24 times greater than the ground state...
further decreased by using shallow tweezers. Specifically, the calculated off-resonant scattering rate of tweezer photons from an atom in the $^3P_1$ state is 1.3 Hz under imaging conditions, where the finite fraction of time spent in the excited state is taken into account.

Imaging in shallow tweezers does limit the scattering rate that can be achieved without unacceptable atom loss, for both red and blue imaging. Shallow tweezer imaging therefore requires a longer exposure time for high-fidelity single atom detection compared to imaging in deeper tweezers. We show for red imaging that the maximum scattering rate ($\Gamma/2 \approx 23$ kHz for the $^3S_0-^3P_1$ transition, where $\Gamma = 2\pi \times 7.4$ kHz is the transition linewidth) can be closely approached with proper modulation of the frequency and intensity of the cooling beam, while maintaining a lower temperature than when using blue imaging. This allows for a reduction of the trap depth by a factor of $\sim 3$, while only marginally increasing the imaging duration and maintaining a near unity detection fidelity and survival probability.

We proceed by presenting an overview of the experimental setup and the procedure for preparing single atoms in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we present our imaging method along with a description of the attractive Sisyphus cooling process, optimized parameters, detection fidelity, and survival probabilities. In Sec. IV we demonstrate the ability to selectively image (dark out) a specific tweezer from the array and we conclude in Sec. V.

II. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE

Similar to previously demonstrated strontium tweezer experiments, we load the optical tweezers with a small and random number of atoms from a magneto-optical trap (MOT) operating on the narrow $^3S_0-^3P_1$ transition [4–6,11–13,16,17,19]. Our procedure for creating the MOT is similar to the one of [22], but uses a reduced number of MOT beams to make space for a microscope objective and dynamically moves the MOT from a loading position into the objective focus, see Appendix A.

We create two dimensional arrays of optical tweezers using a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) to imprint a phase onto an 813.4-nm laser beam creating an array of foci [1,2]. This array is then imaged onto the narrow linewidth MOT through an NA = 0.5 microscope objective. An additional dynamically movable tweezer is created using the same microscope objective and a pair of crossed acousto-optic deflectors (AODs), see Appendix B.

The tweezer trap depth used throughout this paper is $135(20) \mu K$ unless otherwise specified. For our $1/e^2$ tweezer waist of $\sim 0.84 \mu m$, the ground-state radial (axial) trap frequencies are $\omega_{r(axial)} = 43(3) \text{ kHz}$ [$\omega_{a(axial)} = 6.6(5) \text{ kHz}$], respectively. This trap depth is chosen such that the excited state axial trap frequency [7.3(6) kHz] is comparable to the linewidth of the $^3S_0-^3P_1$ transition. We characterize the trap depth and waist of our tweezers spectroscopically on both the $m_J=0$ and $|m_J|=1 \: ^3S_0-^3P_1$ transitions, see Appendix B. The trap frequencies are calculated from the estimated values of the waist and the measured AC Stark shifts.
Once the tweezers have been loaded and the MOT is switched off, a single (nonretro-reflected) 689-nm beam is used to address the tweezer array during all further experimental stages that need 689-nm light (light-assisted collisions, imaging, cooling, spectroscopy), see Fig. 1(b). This beam, here simply called imaging beam, is linearly polarized perpendicular to the tweezer propagation axis to maximize the fluorescence into the microscope. Additionally, we tune the linear polarization of the tweezer light to match the propagation axis of the imaging beam. This maximizes the $\sigma^+$ component of the imaging beam because we operate the tweezers at a 0 G magnetic field making the tweezer polarization the dominant quantization axis.

To prepare tweezers containing either a single or no atom, we use light-assisted collisions to induce pairwise loss, leaving either zero or one atom remaining in each tweezer [23]. The imaging light used in this process is tuned to a frequency between the Stark shifted resonance of the $^3S_0-^3P_1 (|m_j| = 1)$ transition and an electronically excited molecular state that is further red detuned and that asymptotically corresponds to the $^3P_2$ state [16,24].

We perform imaging by collecting the scattered photons from the Sisyphus cooling process as presented in Sec. III. The fluorescence is collected via the same microscope objective used to generate the tweezers, and then separated using a long pass dichroic mirror with 750-nm cutoff. The collected fluorescence light is sent onto an EMCCD camera [25,26]. The number of photons in 5×5 pixel regions of interest (ROIs) around each tweezer center is summed. We collect photons for 100 ms in order to separate the single atom signal from the background noise of the camera. This procedure leads to approximately 1800 realizations. The error bars for the entire paper are the standard deviation over the array and are dominated by variation originating from tweezer depth inhomogeneities across the array. The raw data and the analysis tools used in this research can be found in Ref. [27].

### III. Imaging via Sisyphus Cooling

Our imaging and cooling relies on the attractive Sisyphus cooling technique first proposed in [21,28] and more recently observed experimentally in tweezer arrays [5,11,19] as well as in a continuous beam decelerator [29]. We can keep the scattering rate near maximum with near zero trap loss or heating in tweezers as shallow as 135(20) $\mu$K by intentionally keeping the imaged atoms slightly hotter than the coldest possible temperature, and by proper choice of imaging/cooling parameters.

#### A. Sisyphus cooling criteria

Attractive Sisyphus cooling relies on a trap depth mismatch between the excited and ground-state potentials as shown in Fig. 1(a). In addition, three conditions must be fulfilled for the cooling to work. First, the excited state of the atom must experience stronger confinement than the ground state. Second, one must have the ability to excite the atom selectively from the bottom of the potential, and third the excited atom must have sufficient time to move away from the center of the potential before decaying [21]. The first condition is fulfilled in our setup by properly choosing the trapping wavelength, while the second and third conditions can be fulfilled by using the narrow linewidth $^3S_0-^3P_1$ transition in strontium.

The first condition is needed for the atoms to lose kinetic energy by rolling up the steeper potential of the excited state before decaying. This allows for a reduction in potential energy on the order of the differential trap depth per scattering event. The narrow linewidth of the transition allows for the atoms to be selectively excited from the bottom of the trap if the differential trap depth is larger than the linewidth. The lifetime of the narrow transition is long enough to satisfy the third condition if the trap frequencies are larger than the linewidth. The atom will then more likely decay near the motional turning point, away from the center of the trap.

#### B. Optimal cooling

To investigate the performance of our cooling/imaging technique and find optimal cooling parameters, we measure the temperature by the release and recapture method [30]. We switch the tweezers off, wait a time $t_{\text{release}}$ before turning them back on again, and then image the atoms to determine their survival fraction. Atoms are lost quicker when they are hotter. The temperature is determined by comparing the survival fraction for several values of $t_{\text{release}}$ with Monte Carlo atom trajectory simulations [19,30].

To characterize cooling performance, we start by preparing a sample and detecting which tweezers contain an atom (see Sec. II). We then cool for a time $t_{\text{cool}}$ and perform release and recapture. Next, we cool the array again before taking a final image to see which atoms survived and calculate the survival fraction.

The results of such measurements under optimal cooling conditions for three $t_{\text{cool}}$ are shown as examples in...
the imaging process. We find the highest recapture fraction, and therefore optimal cooling, for a frequency of \(-775 \text{ kHz}\) from the free space resonance and an intensity of \(\sim 88 I_{\text{sat}}\) (Rabi frequency \(\sim 2\pi \times 50 \text{ kHz}\)). Note that for frequencies blue of the Stark shifted resonance, atoms are heated out of the tweezer, causing the zero and one atom signals in the histogram to merge. To still distinguish zero and one atom we keep the threshold determined for histograms using optimal detection parameters (our “standard” threshold).

We compare the experimentally determined optimal parameters and the temperature with results of a numerical simulation of the cooling process. The simulation is based on solving the steady state of a Lindblad master equation for a two-level atom in a pair of 1D quantum harmonic oscillators (QHO), one for each internal state \(|g\rangle, |e\rangle\). The ratio of the QHO frequencies is given by \(\alpha_g/\alpha_e = \sqrt{\alpha_g/\alpha_e} = 0.899\), with \(\alpha_g,\alpha_e\) the dynamic polarizabilities at the tweezer wavelength.

Choosing a traveling wave for the Sisyphus cooling laser, the transition dipole moment between vibrational states of different QHO’s are calculated as \(d_{g,e}(n) \propto n\), with \(|n\rangle\) the vibrational states for internal states \(|g\rangle\) and \(|e\rangle\), respectively, and \(d_{g,e}\) the transition dipole moment of the \(1S_{\text{sat}}-3P\) transition.

We find the optimal parameters and the minimum temperature to be in good agreement (10%) with the experimentally found ones. Fig. 2(c) we show the number of average motional quanta after cooling in dependence of detuning at optimum intensity (all parameters of this simulation are given in Appendix C). At the minimum we obtain \(\bar{n} \approx 0.25\), which is in good agreement with measurements using sideband spectroscopy done by another group using the same cooling method [3,6,12].

C. Optimizing the imaging parameters

We now discuss the imaging procedure and optimize its parameters. In a first approach we record the fluorescence of atoms while cooling. We find that the parameters that are optimal for cooling lead to a low scattering rate. The rate increases if the imaging beam frequency is chosen such that the atom is hotter. In the following we determine the imaging frequency and intensity that lead to highest scattering rate. We then explore a method to increase the fraction of atoms that survive imaging: interlacing imaging with brief cooling stages.

The imaging frequency that leads to maximal scattering is found to be near the Stark shifted resonance (trap bottom). The scattering rate increases with imaging beam intensity approaching the theoretical maximum of \(\sim 23 \text{ kHz}\) at our chosen operating intensity \(I \sim 350 I_{\text{sat}}\). Deviations of \(\pm 50\%\) from this value have barely any effect on the scattering rate where lower intensities than this range cause a detectable decrease in the scattering rate away from the saturated regime. Higher intensities cause unnecessary heating of the atom and excess camera background noise during detection. To clearly distinguish one atom from zero atoms, we image for 90 ms (see Sec. III D).

The scattering rate is maximized for different conditions than the ones leading to optimum cooling. The optimum cooling frequency is not close to the Stark shifted resonance, but approximately \(2–3\) radial motional sidebands to the red of
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the shifted resonance. This behavior is consistent with the fluorescence being suppressed once the atom is cooled and there are no longer motional quanta to remove, leaving the laser off resonance. The optimum cooling intensity (∼88 I_{sat}) is much lower than the intensity used for imaging. Imaging is therefore accompanied by suboptimal cooling, leading to a higher equilibrium temperature than optimum cooling, and potentially to higher atom loss.

We attempt to increase the fraction of atoms that survive imaging by interlacing imaging with cooling pulses. A similar approach of interlaced imaging and cooling was demonstrated for blue imaging in [20]. In order to determine how much cooling is needed we execute a single imaging pulse with the full duration needed for reliable single atom detection (90 ms) followed by cooling. We estimate the temperature change during cooling by measuring the recapture fraction for a release time of 60 μs, see Fig. 3(a). Cooling proceeds quickly for a few milliseconds, then approaches the steady state for t_{cool} ≥ 8 ms. This indicates that about 10% of the total imaging time should be spent on cooling to maintain a low temperature.

To keep the temperature low during the imaging process, we interlace the 90 ms of imaging time with eight cooling pulses of 1.5 ms duration, i.e., we alternate eight times between 11 ms of imaging and 1.5 ms of cooling, each time changing frequency and intensity. This is the standard imaging timing sequence for all images in this work, unless stated otherwise. The duration of one cooling pulse was chosen to allow significant cooling while not wasting time at a low scattering rate for marginal additional cooling, see Fig. 3(a). The cooling pulse time is much longer than the timescales determining a single Sisyphus cooling cycle (axial and radial trap period, excited state lifetime, and inverse scattering rate) and allows the atom to scatter ≤34 photons.

We now reoptimize the imaging frequency to maximize the fraction of detected atoms using imaging interlaced with cooling. This fraction is measured by preparing a sample of single atoms using interlaced imaging with optimized operating parameters (see Sec. II), and then determining how many atoms are also detected on a second interlaced image in dependence of the imaging frequency used for that image, see Fig. 3(b) (red circles). We also show the detected fraction without interlacing imaging with cooling (grey diamonds).

The best performance is reached for a detuning of −675 kHz from the free space resonance (−12 kHz from the Stark shifted resonance), with a detected fraction of 0.97(2). We use this detuning for all images in this paper unless stated otherwise. The benefit of imaging interlaced by cooling is that the survival probability is ∼3% higher than what we could obtain without interlaced cooling. This can be clearly seen in the inset of Fig. 3(b) where we zoom in on the points of best performance.

At the points highlighted by the inset, the detected fraction of atoms in the second picture is equivalent to the survival probability. However we specifically choose this alternate label because the reduction in the detected fraction for higher and lower detuning is due to different mechanisms. For blue detuning from the optimum value [right-hand side of the plot in Fig. 3(b)] the reduction is dominated by the probability of an atom to be lost during imaging as evident from an increased variation in collected photon number. The blue detuned light can heat the atom out of the tweezer before sufficient photons can be scattered for detection. In the region red detuned of the optimum value (left-hand side of the plot) the poor detected fraction is instead dominated by insufficient scattering rate as evident from a decreased average number of collected photons. The reduction in scattering rate also leads to the drastically increased error bars at further red detuned frequencies. For frequencies more than 50 kHz away from optimum the zero and one atom signals merge. Again, we use our standard detection threshold to distinguish zero and one atom.

We compare the temperature after our imaging process (which ends in a 1.5-ms cooling stage) to the one obtained after a long cooling time (20 ms additional cooling) using release and recapture measurements, see Fig. 2(a). Directly after the imaging process the data is well described by a simulation assuming 3 μK (red circles and solid line). This is not much above the temperature obtained after long cooling of about 1.8 μK (blue triangles and dashed line).

D. Detection fidelity, survival probability and minimum tweezer depth

To distinguish tweezers containing one or zero atoms on fluorescence images we use a photon count detection threshold. We now illustrate this method and determine the optimum detection threshold and the detection fidelity. We measure the fraction of atoms that survive imaging and discuss its dependence on tweezer trap depth. Finally, we compare the lifetime of atoms under cooling and imaging conditions.

Figure 4(a) shows a histogram of the number of collected photons in a tweezer ROI, where the average offset from
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using a 6×6 tweezer
array. The clear separation of the peaks highlights the uniform
scattering over the array. The EMCCD counts per ROI have been
ted to the number of incident photons. We use a bin size
of 0.79 photons (150 EMCCD counts). The dashed line indicates
withstanding the 0 atom peak (left) from the one atom peak
(right). The EMCCD camera has a quantum efficiency of 92%
at 689 nm. Fluorescence is collected for 100 ms during which we
perform eight cycles consisting of 11 ms of imaging light followed by 1.5 ms of cooling light.

background photons and camera noise is subtracted. Two
distinct peaks are visible: one around zero photons, corre-

ting to no atom in the tweezer, and another around 50
photons, corresponding to the fluorescence count of a single
atom. As is standard procedure [5,11,16,17,19,31,32], we pos-
tulate that an atom is present if the photon count is above
a detection threshold, marked as dashed vertical line in the
histogram. It may happen that randomly very few photons
are scattered despite an atom being present in the tweezer or
vice versa, leading to a wrong detection result. The detection
fidelity is the probability of the detection to be correct. We
determine it by calculating the overlap between a skewed
Gaussian (fit to the zero atom peak) and a Gaussian (fit to
the one atom peak) following the procedure outlined in [32].
As a double check, we calculate the fidelity following the
procedure outlined in [20], which does not rely on fitting the
histogram. Both methods agree within our quoted uncertainty.

The duration of images can be decreased to 50 ms with
only a small loss in detection fidelity (fidelity reduced to
0.985). The loss is dominated by misidentifying a filled
tweezer as empty at the optimal threshold, and is limited by
background light on the camera and not by camera electronic
noise. In particular the stray light of the repump lasers con-
tributes to misidentification (the band pass filter in front of the
camera insufficiently filters their light). In fact, we obtain
a better detection fidelity without using the repump lasers,
also because optical pumping to metastable states happens
rarely during imaging for our optical tweezer intensities. This
is the reason why we do not use the repump lasers during our
imaging process for shallow traps.

To determine the probability of an atom to survive the
imaging process we record two images in sequence. The prob-
ability to detect an atom on the second image if it was present
on the first is 0.97(2).

The trap depth can be reduced to 99(15) μK without
sacrificing detection fidelity. However, once the tweezer trap
depth is decreased below the ~135 μK level, the chance of
recovering the atom on a second image starts to decrease.
For example we measure a decrease in survival probability
to 0.926(65) for a trap depth of 99(15) μK.

Survival probability is reduced for trap depths below
~135 μK because one of the Sisyphus cooling criteria out-
lined in Sec. III A is not met. For such low trap depths, the
excited state axial trap frequency becomes lower than the
natural linewidth of the transition (~7.4 kHz). When the axial
trap frequency becomes that small the cooling process does
not sufficiently compensate fluorescence recoil heating in the
axial direction. This is supported qualitatively by our Sisyphus
cooling simulation when we set the trap frequency to the axial
value. As the trap frequency is varied to lower values, we see
that cooling quickly deteriorates for values below the natural
linewidth. This analysis also shows there is still something
to be gained in cooling performance from a higher axial trap
frequency.

The fact that Sisyphus cooling works for higher trap depths
highlights the ability of the single radial cooling beam to
remove energy from all directions simultaneously. Imaging
at even lower trap depths could be achieved by using closer
to spherically symmetric potentials as those in [13] or in a
3D lattice [4], allowing reliable imaging at even lower trap
depths. Already the achieved trap depth of 135 μK for reliable
imaging is three times less than obtained with blue imaging
in 813-nm tweezers [19], making it possible for us to obtain
two more tweezers for a given 813-nm laser source
power. We note that [17] uses similar trap depths (200 μK) to
those in our paper albeit at a different tweezer wavelength of
515 nm. At this wavelength and with the higher NA microscope objective used in [17], much higher trap frequencies are
obtained. Because of this, we predict that in such a system a
similar reduction in trap depth should be possible.

In Fig. 4(b) we show the survival probability over
time $t_{\text{hold}}$ when continually imaging or when just cooling.
For these long measurements we turn on the repump lasers
and close the atomic beam shutter. We fit the data by $e^{-\alpha/\tau/\gamma}$,
where $\alpha$ and $\tau$ are fit parameters. For continual imaging cycles
the fit provides $\alpha = 1$ and a 1/e lifetime of $\tau = 79(3)$ seconds,
allowing for hundreds of pictures to be taken of a single
atom. This decay of the survival fraction is equivalent to $p_1^N$
where $N$ is the number of elapsed 100 ms long images and
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\( p_1 = 0.9986(4) \) [19]. For continuous cooling the fit provides \( \alpha = 0.8 \) and \( \tau = 116(5) \) seconds. The deviation from a pure exponential decay might be due to slowly improving vacuum quality over the course of each measurement, triggered by the atomic beam shutter closure. When analyzing individual tweezers, we find that some tweezers have the same lifetime under cooling and imaging conditions.

The discrepancy between the value of \( p_1 \) and our quoted survival probability for a single image is still unknown to us, however we hypothesize a few causes. One cause might be the slowly improving vacuum as mentioned above. Another might be technical issues during the process of recording an image. Such an image recording error would not contribute much to \( p_1 \), as images are only recorded at the beginning and end of \( N \) imaging durations. If such hypotheses are true, \( p_1 \) would be the more accurate value for the survival probability and achievable for single pictures with technical improvements.

The finite lifetime can have a variety of origins. We verify that the temperature of the atoms stays constant under both investigated conditions, excluding a slow process heating the atoms out of the trap. We find that the lifetime depends on the vacuum quality, as lifetime degrades over months and increases to the values stated above only after flashing titanium sublimation pumps. The decrease in lifetime from cooling to imaging conditions for most tweezer sites indicates that the small trap depth variation between tweezers of 3% make it impossible to optimize cooling and imaging for all tweezers.

We observe day to day changes of the survival probability originating from drifts away from ideal conditions, in particular magnetic field drifts. Magnetic field drifts on the \( \sim 20 \text{ mG} \) level affect the single image survival probability significantly (\( \sim 2\% \) reduction).

\textbf{IV. SITE SELECTIVE IMAGING}

Our imaging technique provides an additional advantage. Using an easily achievable differential Stark shift, one can tune a certain tweezer out of resonance with the imaging light used for the rest of the array. This allows for selective imaging of either the remaining tweezers of the array or of the single shifted tweezer. The ability to selectively readout a single atom from the array is a necessary step for error correction in many quantum computation algorithms [33,34].

To demonstrate the ability to select (or dark out) an atom from the image, we use a tweezer created by the crossed AODs to create a deeper potential for a single tweezer site in a \( 3 \times 3 \) tweezer array. To characterize site selective images, we record four consecutive images in one experimental run, see Fig. 5. The first image [Fig. 5(a)] is taken directly after single atom preparation, as described in Sec. II. The AODs are then turned on for the second and third image Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)], in which we image the single shifted tweezer and the rest of the array respectively. To record atoms in the shifted tweezer, we increase the imaging detuning to \(-2 \text{ MHz} \) (i.e., \( 1.325 \text{ MHz} \) to the red of the usual imaging detuning). In the fourth image we turn off the additional tweezer and again image the entire array [Fig. 5(d)].

We can image the single site such that it is detected in image two with a survival probability of 0.96(2), and never appears in image three. Moreover, the entire atom array survives this “dark out” measurement with a probability of 0.95(2).

The lower survival probability, in comparison to the value obtained in Sec. III, is due mainly to worse balancing of the trap intensities for the nine trap array used for this measurement. Here the traps were only balanced to about 7% (the value we tend to get from calculated phase patterns before any additional balancing is performed). This variation is larger than the frequency tolerance that we see for our imaging process of about 3.8%, i.e., a 12.5-kHz frequency difference for our Stark shift. Additionally, the cooling frequency and intensity in the deeper single tweezer were not fully optimized. We note that the AC Stark shift chosen here is too small to fully protect quantum information of the remaining atoms but provides an initial proof of concept. However a stronger AC Stark shift, on the order of 20 MHz, could make this feasible.

\textbf{V. CONCLUSIONS}

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the detection of single Sr atoms in shallow tweezers with high fidelity [0.9991(4)] and survival probability [0.97(2)]. Detection is based on imaging on the red, narrow linewidth \( \text{\textit{S}_0\textit{P}_1} \) (\( |m_j| = 1 \)) transition. We show that with proper frequency and intensity modulation a high scattering rate can be maintained while keeping the temperature of the atoms low.
Our red imaging technique works for a wide range of trap depths, and for shallow traps, red imaging is advantageous over blue imaging. We need slightly (~twofold) increased imaging times (100 ms instead of 50 ms) in comparison to blue imaging on the broad linewidth $^1S_0-^1P_1$ transition in deep traps (450 $\mu K$ depth) [19]. However, in shallow traps blue imaging is limited by the cooling rate, leading to excessive imaging times in comparison to red imaging [4].

In contrast to blue imaging, red imaging avoids optical pumping of ground state atoms into the metastable states (via $^1D_2$). Imaging in shallow traps reduces off-resonant scattering of trap light by metastable state atoms ($^3P_{0,2}$), leading to longer coherence times. Red imaging in shallow traps combines both advantages and enables high-fidelity shelving into metastable states for state specific detection or clock readout.

We show that, with a small additional Stark shift, we can isolate a single tweezer of the array from the imaging process. This allows us to selectively image (or hide) a single atom of the array. Through application of a bias field of ~50 G, this selective imaging technique could be further extended to state-selective imaging for hyperfine ground states in the fermionic isotope. This opens the possibility of imaging more than two hyperfine ground states without disturbing the others. This will be a useful tool for quantum simulations or qudit style quantum computing [35–37].

It should be possible to extend red imaging to situations beyond the specific one examined here. The small potential wells containing the atoms can also be created by optical lattices, or other tightly confining dipole traps, making it possible to use the technique in quantum gas microscopes or 3D lattice clocks. This detection technique should work at nearly all tweezer wavelengths where one of the $m_J$ states of $^3P_1$ is stronger trapped than the ground state. In particular, using 515-nm tweezers would be an appealing option. This is because red imaging avoids the leakage channel through $^1D_2$ from which blue imaging suffers [16,17]. Tweezers at this wavelength are also likely to trap most Rydberg states [38–40]. The large polarizabilities at this wavelength, small diffraction limit of the tweezer light, and shallow required trap depth of red imaging would allow for the creation of $\geq 1000$ strontium atom tweezer arrays with current laser technology.
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**APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENTAL SEQUENCE**

We utilize a unique technique for loading our narrow linewidth MOT in order to create optical access for the microscope objective. First, $^{88}$Sr atoms from an $\sim 500$ °C oven are slowed using a Zeeman slower operating on the $2\pi \times 30$ MHz wide $^1S_0-^1P_1$ transition at 461 nm. The slowed atoms are then further cooled and compressed by a four beam “blue” MOT, also using the $^1S_0-^1P_1$ transition, in a 3D quadrupole field to milli-Kelvin temperatures. This blue MOT consists of two sets of retroreflected beams ($1/e^2$ waist of $\sim 12$ mm) that are perpendicular to each other and horizontal. Refraining from implementing the usual third MOT beam pair allows us to place the microscope objective along the gravity axis without complications from that beam pair, as shown in Fig. 6(a). This blue MOT is an incomplete trap as it provides no confinement against gravity. However the blue MOT is able to quickly cool and confine the atoms in the horizontal plane, which comprises the only dimension along which atoms entering from the Zeeman slower are fast. A significant fraction of atoms are then trapped in the quadrupole magnetic field (52 G/cm gradient in the axial direction, which is vertical) of the MOT by optical pumping to low-field seeking states of the $^3P_2$ manifold. This optical pumping is naturally happening when atoms rapidly scatter MOT light and decay from $^3P_1$ through the $5s4d$ $^1D_2$ state to $^3P_2$.

After quadrupole trap loading, all blue lasers are switched off and the magnetically trapped atoms are repumped back
to the ground state, using a 497-nm laser resonant with the $^3P_2 \rightarrow ^3D_2$ transition. Simultaneously the quadrupole field gradient is reduced to 0.63 G/cm in the vertical direction. The atoms are then loaded into a five beam narrow linewidth "red" MOT operating on the $^1S_0 \rightarrow ^3P_1$ transition. Four of the five red MOT beams are overlapped with the blue MOT beams and the fifth beam ($1/e^2$ waist of $\sim 6$ mm) is propagating vertically upwards.

There is no need for a downwards propagating beam because the upward radiation pressure force is limited by the narrow linewidth and the MOT quadrupole field to a small phase-space region. This force is counter balanced by gravity. The atoms settle into a cloud on the lower part of a shell of equal B-field magnitude below the quadrupole center. This shell is defined by the detuning of the MOT beams being equal to the Zeeman shift induced by the B field. This trap scheme again does not need a beam going through the microscope objective.

The red MOT beams are initially frequency modulated in order to create a comb of frequencies from $-60$ to $-3000$ kHz detuning with 20 kHz spacing. The modulation range and intensity of this broadband red MOT are decreased over 181 ms, while a bias field of $\sim 0.6$ G against gravity is ramped on, raising the atoms by 1 cm, from the center of the vacuum chamber to the focal plane of the microscope objective, by shifting the center of the quadrupole field. An additional small bias field produced by three orthogonal coil pairs is ramped while the MOT position is raised and used to finely position the red MOT onto the tweezer array. The frequency modulation is then switched off and single frequency red MOT beams, with a detuning of $-100$ kHz and intensity of 8 $I_{sat}$, are used to load the tweezers.

We optimize all parameters of the experiment up to this point on achieving the desired red MOT atom number in a reliable way and in a short time. We find that for MOTs (with our selected detuning) of $5 \times 10^4$ to $3 \times 10^5$ atoms, the entire tweezer array can be loaded with $\geq 1$ atom per site, where on the low end we get slightly below unity filling. On the high end the high density of atoms in the tweezers leads to less than half of the tweezers being filled with atoms, presumably because of additional nonpairwise losses during the light assisted collision step. Because of this robustness to atom number fluctuations, we load the magnetic reservoir for a variable amount of time at the end of an experimental sequence ($\sim 200$ ms). The exact time is determined by the need to store data of the last run on the data analysis computer and the need to prepare the next experimental sequence in the experiment control computer. This procedure creates a MOT of approximately $5 \times 10^5$ atoms at a temperature $\leq 1.5$ $\mu$K in the focal plane of our objective.

Slightly before the MOT is switched to single frequency operation, the tweezers are switched on, see also next Appendix. After the red MOT has reached its final position we wait for 50 ms to load the tweezers. Then we switch off the MOT lasers and quadrupole field, and ramp the bias magnetic fields to 0 G at the position of the tweezers.

Single atom detection only worked properly once we spectrally filtered the 689-nm laser light used to induce fluorescence. The source of all 689-nm light is an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) that is short-term stabilized on a reference cavity with a linewidth of 35 kHz, which in turn is long-term stabilized (in length) on a spectroscopy signal. Light from the ECDL is amplified by injection locked lasers and then used on the experiment. Initially we used light from the ECDL directly to inject the amplifying diodes. This ECDL light is spectrally broadened by servo bumps from the locking electronics and amplified spontaneous emission and we found it impossible to prepare and detect single atoms. We then used the light that is transmitted through and therefore filtered by the reference cavity to inject the amplifying diodes, allowing us to achieve the single atom preparation and detection results presented here. The red MOT behavior did not noticeably change when switching from unfiltered to filtered light.

The light used for light assisted collisions, imaging, and cooling is sent onto the tweezer array via a single beam with a polarization perpendicular to both the tweezer propagation axis and the tweezer polarization, and a $1/e^2$ waist of $\sim 1$ mm. We find robust single atom preparation of $\sim 50\%$ for a detuning of approximately $-100$ kHz from the Stark shifted resonance ($\sim 750$ kHz from free space resonance). We change the intensity of the beam from low ($I \sim 88 I_{sat}$ for 10 ms) to high ($I \sim 700 I_{sat}$ for 150–200 ms) then back to low ($I \sim 88 I_{sat}$ for 10 ms) in order to cool the loaded atoms into the tweezer, induce light assisted collisions [16,23], and cool the single atom before taking the first image of an experimental run.

**APPENDIX B: TWEEZER CREATION**

The 813.4-nm laser light used for the optical tweezers in our experiment is generated by an external cavity diode laser, which is amplified to 1.7 W using a tapered amplifier (TA). The output of the TA is divided into two optical paths, a main path to create the tweezer array using an SLM (Meadowlark P1920 1920×1152) and a second path for a movable tweezer using AODs (AA opto-electronic DTSXY-400-800), see Fig. 6(b). The main output path is sent through a dispersive prism in order to filter out any amplified spontaneous emission from the TA and is then sent through an acousto-optic modulator for intensity control before being coupled into a fibre. The second path is sent without further filtering into an optical fibre.

The optical tweezers are created by imaging an array of beams through a microscope objective (NA = 0.5, Mitutoyo 378-848-3). An almost arbitrary and stationary pattern of tweezers is created using the SLM. In order to calculate the phase pattern of the desired tweezer pattern we use the weighted Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm [41]. The phase imprinted onto the incident beam by the SLM is a sum of phases including the tweezer array pattern phase, a lens phase to Fourier transform the phase to a real image, a grating phase to separate the zeroth order, and a factory correction phase.

The sum of these phases creates an array of foci $\sim 180$ cm from the SLM. This array is imaged through the microscope objective (effective focal length $f = 4$ mm) with a field lens of $f = 500$ mm taking care that the array of beams is conjugated onto the aperture of the microscope objective. In this work all results shown have been performed with the SLM creating a square $6 \times 6$ array of tweezers unless otherwise noted.
Additional balancing of the tweezer trap depths can be achieved by finetuning the SLM pattern. As a first step we spectroscopically measure the depth of each tweezer by inducing heating on the $^1S_0-^3P_1$ ($m_j = 0$) transition, which is weaker trapped than the ground state. The loss feature is then fit with a Gaussian, and the center frequency is extracted for each tweezer. The detuning of this frequency from the free space resonance is proportional to the tweezer intensities. The amplitude of each tweezer, in the pattern to be calculated, is then weighted based on these measured center frequencies. The tweezer phase pattern is then recalculated using these new weights. This procedure allows us to balance the trap depths across the $6 \times 6$ array to a standard deviation of approximately 3% [16,30,31]. This procedure was not executed for the $3 \times 3$ array used in Sec. IV.

We characterize the depth of our tweezers using spectroscopic method explained above. The error in our trap depth determination has two sources. The choice of either the blue edge frequency or center frequency, based on if a purely thermally broadened line shape or a purely power broadened line shape is fit respectively, provides 15 $\mu K$ of error [16]. An additional 5 $\mu K$ uncertainty comes from the 3% standard deviation of the optimized SLM pattern. For the tweezers used throughout the paper, we estimate a waist of $\sim 0.84 \mu m$ and an optical power on the atoms of $\sim 2.33$ mW per tweezer. This is in good agreement with our externally measured waist of $\sim 0.78 \mu m$. The microscope transmission is also characterized externally to be $\sim 36\%$.
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